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Xavier flies the flags of the world
The CIE is celebrating International Education Week with a host of events

“And when it comes to pronunciation and accents, mine
is very different,” Zahra said.
“In the beginning, I really
struggled with that. I had to
think about it, like, ‘Make the
sentence and say it.’ So it was
a big struggle for me.”
Zahra expressed frustration at the communicatory
obstacles she faces with her
peers.
“I feel like people don’t understand me clearly... When I
want to get my voice heard, I
have to make an extra effort.”
Graduate student in the
Emerging Leaders Masters
of Business Administration
program and international
students from Thailand, Ploy
Sithisakulrat, noted that these
obstacles can even extend past
language.
“When we go out there in
the Xavier bubble, it’s tough.
There’s a barrier, not just with
the languages but with the
cultural differences between
Newswire photo by Alex Budzynski
us. Sometimes (non-interna7KH&,(LVFHOHEUDWLQJ,QWHUQDWLRQDO(GXFDWLRQ:HHNDQDWLRQDOO\UHFRJQL]HGHYHQWZKLFKFHOHEUDWHVWKHEHQHÀWVDQGQHFHVVLW\RILQWHUQDWLRQDO tion students) don’t know how
HGXFDWLRQDQGH[FKDQJHSURJUDPV%RWKQWHUQDWLRQDOVWXGHQWVDQGVWXGHQWVZKRKDYHVWXGLHGDEURDGHPSKDVL]HWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKHFHOHEUDWLRQ to ask certain kinds of quesonly menu offerings reflecting enhance my Spanish speaking here… It’s completely differ- tions.”
B Y M O J UENGER
foods of different internation- abilities. I got to meet so many ent.”
Zahra and Sithisakulrat re6WDৼ:ULWHU
al cultures.
new people that I would nevSophomore biomedical sci- marked that the CIE provides
From the Musketeer MezInternational
education er have met before if I didn’t ence major Mahnoor Zahra is a safe space for international
zanine to the Xavier Yard, the week, a U.S. holiday, is de- study abroad.”
an international student from students to connect with one
Center for International Edu- signed to celebrate both the
Batchelder added that he Karachi, Pakistan. She spoke another. International Educacation (CIE) is making Xavi- contributions of internation- hopes all students who have to about some of the difficulties tion Week creates further oper’s international community al students at colleges across opportunity to study abroad she has experienced in her portunities for such communifeel at home this week.
America and promote study do so.
transition to Xavier that many ty bonding.
The CIE is celebrating In- abroad opportunities. The
Many students have ex- students may not recognize.
“There’s this space that we
ternational Education week designated holiday has been pressed the importance of the
“When it comes to my ex- all understand each other, and
from Nov. 18 to Nov. 22 with celebrated every November celebration and their role in periences, it’s way different we have each other’s’ back and
events including an Interna- since its inception in 2000.
demonstrating the diverse ex- than other students’ experi- we know each other’s strugtional Coffee Hour, InternaAfter studying abroad in periences of the international ences,” Zahra said. “There are gle,” Sithisakulrat said.
tional Friendsgiving, Study Bilbao, Spain, last summer, student community.
things that domestic students
“CIE is our home,” Zahra
Abroad Fun Facts, World senior international business
“This week is important do, and I won’t understand said.
Cultures Book Display, Flags major Andy Batchelder be- because it allows students to what they’re doing, like they
International
Education
Around the World Display lieves that international edu- realize that there are so many have to explain everything to Week will be celebrated in
and an “Out of This World” cation is an experience every- students like us,” senior inter- me.”
the CIE and across campus
Gala.
one should have.
national student from Mexico
Zahra elaborated that one through Friday. Event calenBlue Blob’s Diner, Victo“It was the time of my Francisco de la Garza said. of the main problems comes dars are listed in both the CIE
ry Perk and All for Subs are life,” Batchelder said. “I got to “We’re not in this different simply from the difference in office and on the CIE social
also including limited-time learn all about the culture and world. Studying at home and language.
media accounts.
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Library seeks to make an impact

Community outreach programs, like Food for Fines, continue at the library

Newswire photo by Hunter Ellis

Student employee Angelica Molen (left) and circulation surpervisor Meg
Martin (right) pose beside the Food for Fines donation bin in the CLC.

B Y H UNTER E LLIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

November is Food for Fines
month at Xavier’s McDonald
Library, one of the yearly programs the library hosts with
student organizations to raise
awareness about issues in the

Xavier community.
Food for Fines is a way for
students to waive any library
fines they have amassed from
having overdue books or laptops.
To waive fees, students can
choose from a list of items to

donate. These items are sorted into three categories. Each
category has a monetary value assigned to it, correlating
to how many dollars of fees
will be waived.
The categories include $3
items such as canned good or
rice, $5 items like cereal and
peanut butter and $7 items
like hygiene items. All of the
items that are donated will
go to help support The Store,
Xavier’s on-campus food pantry.
In the first two weeks, the
library has waived $343 in
fines and has collected many
items to give to The Store.
The Food for Fines program started in 2016 when
Michelle Early, a university
librarian, asked the library to
get involved with an issue she
was passionate about — food
insecurity on campus.
Since then, the Food for
Fines program has continued
to grow. Previously, the program was held for one to two
weeks, but this is the first year
that the library will run the
Food for Fines program for a
whole month.
“I think it’s a benefit to
both students and to The
Store,” Meg Martin, the circulation supervisor, said. “It is
a helpful program that allows
students to donate as opposed

Tweets of the Week

Take a
minute to
check out
the best
Xavier-related
Twitter
content from
the past week

to just paying the fines.”
Martin also said the Food
for Fines program takes place
in November around the
Thanksgiving holiday as it
seeks to promote the spirit of
giving.
“I think the Food for Fines
program is a good way to
promote thoughtfulness and
kindness in the holiday season,” sophomore nursing major and desk employee Angelica Molen said.
“Students can be grateful
for what they have and give to
others but also get something
back,” she said. “It’s also nice
because there are so many different ways students can give
to the cause.”
For more information
about the Food for Fines program, including a full list of
items, students can visit the
circulation desk at the library.
The library hosts several
other programs, events and
displays throughout the year,
just like the Food for Fines
program this month.
“We are open to working
with students and with clubs
to support them and to tie
them in with what we do,”
Margaret Groeschen, the
programming and outreach
librarian at the McDonald Library, said.
In the month of November

alone, in addition to the Food
for Fines drive, the library has
had several active initiatives.
One of these included a writing day in celebration of National Novel Writing Month,
better known as NaNoWriMo. Another is a display in
the library raising awareness
for International Education
Week, which is concurrently
happening this week.
One of the other popular
programs is a summer reading program in which prizes
are given to staff and students
who read the most pages.
In addition, during the
week before finals and the
week of finals, the library is
open to students 24 hours,
with free coffee and goodie bags for students who are
studying there.
The library has student
artwork displayed throughout
the building and helps facilitate many student and faculty book clubs throughout the
year.
“The students are our livelihood, serving our campus
and our community is the reason we are here,” Martin said.
The library updates students on current and upcoming events on its webpage and
on social media. It is always
looking for feedback and input
from students.
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Follow-up: the reach of TPUSA

B Y E LLEN S IEFKE
6WDৼ:UWLHU

Last week, the Newswire
published an article about contact
between Thomas Wehby, then a
candidate for Student Government Association (SGA) Executive, and an individual affiliated with the Campus Leadership
Project (CLP). This week, we
explain what CLP is and how it
has impacted other universities.
What is the Campus
Leadership Project?
A subset of conservative group Turning Point
USA (TPUSA), CLP aims to
“identify, recruit and fill” key
leadership positions — such
as student government president — on college campuses, according to a brochure
leaked in 2017 outlining the
project. The project aims to
gain control of student government budgets, looking to
access more than $500 million
in tuition and student fee appropriations.
“(This project is) making
the largest strategic impact
for taking back and fighting
the entrenched institution
that has hijacked billions of
public dollars to promote anti-capitalist, anti-American,
anti-Semitic and pro-globalist
themes,” the document states.
Essentially, CLP aims to
put more conservative or conservative-leaning students in
significant leadership roles to
combat what it deems efforts
by the left to use student government access to budgets,
campus messaging and student fees to push “radically

progressive” agendas.
During its first phase, the
project targeted schools in
the so-called “Power 5” conferences. Currently, according
to the document, the project
is in its second phase, turning
its eye toward every Division
I school in the country and
more than 100 universities
in swing states with the 2020
election looming. The projected cost of phase II is more
than $2 million.
That’s why Xavier was approached — Ohio is considered a swing state by the project, so schools like Xavier and
the University of Cincinnati
are on the list.
How does it work?
The organization utilizes
a team of field staffers to recruit, train and run candidates
for office. The team includes
the National Victory Director,
two Deputy National Victory Directors, Quartermasters
who oversees efforts at four to
eight colleges and Victory Directors, who serve as recruiters and campaign managers at
10 to 15 schools each.
Staffers also seek to reach
students in areas of influence
like positions within senates,
Greek life and residential life.
Once a candidate is successfully put in office, a sixpart plan is implemented.
This plan entails a variety
of measures: an audit of student tuition and fees budgets;
the defunding of 501(c)3 and
(c)4 organizations that claim
official student organization status and thus receive

funding; the implementation
of “free speech policies;” demanding opt-out options for
student services and fees; and
the development of a national speaker circuit and tour,
among other measures.
Again, these measures aim
to control budgets, funded in
part by student fees, so as to
increase the presence of conservative groups and speakers
on campus while simultaneously defunding other groups
deemed to have “anti-American,” “anti-free speech” or
“anti-Israel” agendas.
Xavier’s Office of Student
Involvement said that these
measures would be impossible to implement on campus
because of a system of checks
and balances.
On its website, CLP says it
provides scholarships and resources to students identified
as having leadership potential
so they can obtain influential
positions on campus and in
their communities. It says it
has provided more than 100
scholarships to individuals
on more than 1,000 campuses
since 2011.
What has it done at
other schools?
Xavier was not the only
area campus that was recently approached by CLP. The
Miami Student reported that
two members of its Student
Government were offered
scholarships and mentorship
from CLP. Neither student responded to the emails.
In addition, the Chronicle
of Higher Education reported

that candidates at Ohio State
University and the University of Maryland at College
Park dropped out after it was
revealed that they received
donations from CLP. The
Chronicle also identified at
least a dozen colleges whose
student government elections
included candidates who were
members of TPUSA, were
endorsed by TPUSA or received campaign assistance
from TPUSA in 2017.
Since then, three other university’s student newspapers
besides the Miami Student and
the Newswire have reported

3

that TPUSA’s attempted to
influence elections with varying degrees of success.
CLP cites a success story
at the University of Colorado Boulder. At Colorado, CLP
“built an infrastructure of
conservative, pro-free speech
students” who influenced the
Board of Regents and local
lawmakers to shift on-campus
free speech policies. In April
2017, Governor John Hickenlooper signed a bill eliminating “free speech zones” designated areas in which students
can engage in expressive activities like protests.

November 18
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF C LARISSA D IXON
 Interim Dean for the College of Nursing Dr.
Judith Lewis came to discuss the progress of
the School of Nursing transitioning into its
own college. So far, the program remains on
track with continued internal restructuring.
 Vice President Alfredo Mercedes, along with
several senators, proposed new changes to the
Senate Constitution, including the elimination
of one vice president on the executive team.
This measure has not yet been voted on.
 SGA has begun their food drive in the residence halls to benefit The Store, Xavier’s
on-campus food pantry. Funding was approved
for a complimentary party for the hall and/or
floor which collects the most food.
 Seven new clubs have been proposed to SGA
for next semester: Chess Club, Diabetes Network, Music Teachers National Association,
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Rocket League, Skiing and Snowboarding, and Sports Analytics.

An educator’s perspective on school violence

Future Spanish teacher, Micaela Donatello, shares her story and worries
B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
We all have had a special
teacher who pushed us to become better students and better people. As teachers all over
the world are being celebrated
for their hard work, many of

the future educators studying here at Xavier are looking
ahead to the career path they
have chosen.
One of these future educators is senior Micaela Donatello, who plans to use her
Spanish major and minors in

Newswire photo by Joseph Cotton

Micaela Donatello, a senior education student who plans to teach
Spanish, poses alongside a set of notes for one of her education classes.

education and special education to teach Spanish in the
Cincinnati area.
Donatello learned to value education and foreign languages at an early age, as her
mother also taught foreign
languages. She originally
came to Xavier to study business but quickly realized she
enjoyed working with kids
more than working in the
business setting.
“After four years of observations, I’ve found that Cincinnati has very good public
schooling,” Donatello said
when asked about where she
plans on teaching. “I also enjoy
Cincinnati as a city and have
never had a negative experience in any of the schools.”
Donatello mentioned how
her fifth-grade teacher, Ms.
Wheeler, was one of her biggest influences while she went
through school.
“She motivated me to work
a lot harder in school (and) realize that I enjoyed going to
school every day,” Donatello
said.
Donatello stated she is aiming to create an environment
where students look forward

to coming to her class.
“I see my teaching style being very relaxed,” Donatello
said. “With a curriculum like
Spanish, I have the freedom to
make it fun and individualized
for each student.”
She said she looks forward
to fostering a classroom environment of mutual respect
and getting to know students
on a personal level.
Education majors are required to complete around 300
hours of fieldwork, including
200 hours of student teaching in several different types
of classroom environments.
Teachers in the state of Ohio
are also required to complete
the Educator License Exams.
When asked about the rising rates of school violence,
Donatello noted that it is in
the back of everyone’s mind
because of the amount of violence we have seen recently.
“I’ve been in schools that
are doing everything they can
to prevent (school violence),”
Donatello said. “The measures they have in place are a
lot higher than when I went
to school.”
“(School violence) is con-

stantly something we’re
thinking about. We’re working on addressing it every
day,” Xavier School of Education director Dr. Kathy
Winterman noted when asked
about the issue of school violence. “We have modules regarding multiculturalism and
restorative justice including
transgender issues and student mental health needs.”
Donatello said she feels as
though her time at Xavier has
prepared her for the world of
education.
“I have received a lot of
beneficial knowledge,” Donatello said.
“Most of my professors
have been teachers at one
point and they have been able
to share a lot of information
on what it’s actually like.” She
said that her opportunity to
minor in special education will
help her with the real schooling environment.
Although she is excited to
enter the field as an educator,
Donatello believes that “We
should focus on teaching students valuable information as
opposed to teaching them to
pass a standardized test.”
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Kaepernick hosts open tryout for NFL
Workout re-located after NFL-organized workout negotiations fell through

B Y H UNTER E LLIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

On Saturday, Colin Kaepernick hosted a private workout
in front of NFL teams in Riverdale, Georgia. The workout was held despite disputes
among league representatives
about its terms.
Kaepernick made national
headlines in 2016 for a series
of protests against race-based
police brutality, wherein he
decided not to stand for the
national anthem played at
NFL games. The issue of protesting the anthem has been a
source of national discussion
and division, including on
campus.
“I think Kaepernick is
un-American and doesn’t understand the meaning of our
national anthem,” first-year
criminal justice major Joe
Cannata said. “He should realize the sacrifices people make
to defend this nation and the
freedoms we have.”
“I admire Kaepernick, and
I admire him using the platform he has to stand up for
what he believes in, regardless
of the personal, financial and
professional setbacks it has
caused him,” senior Philosophy, Politics and the Public
and economics double major
Sam Peters said. “I think that
more people should use the
pulpit they are given to stand
up to fight (for) issues in our
country.”

Photo Courtesy of Flickr

Former San Fransico 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick hosted a private workout in front of seven NFL teams
RQ6DWXUGD\7KHUHORFDWLRQFDPHDIWHUDIDOORXWZLWK1)/RIÀFLDOVRYHUWHUPVRIDOHDJXHVDQFWLRQHGZRUNRXW

Heading into the 2017
season, Kaepernick chose to
opt out of his contract with
the San Francisco 49ers after
an inconsistent tenure. He
led the team to a Super Bowl
in 2013 but was eventually benched multiple times in
favor of backup Blaine Gabbert.
Kaepernick has been without a team since leaving the
49ers. He has publicly called

out the league for blacklisting him and filed a collusion
grievance against the NFL in
2017. That grievance was settled out of court this year.
Last week, the NFL suddenly announced that it would
host a workout at the Atlanta
Falcons’ practice facility for
Kaepernick. The NFL stated
that any team was welcome to
attend.
A published schedule for

   
Nov. 12, 11:02 a.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Husman Hall. A
small amount of drug paraphernalia and two fictitiousIDs were confiscated.
The students were referred
to the code of conduct.

  

Nov. 12, 11:11 p.m. —
Xavier Police and Physical
Plant investigated a report
of a water leak in Fenwick
Place. A faulty valve in a
fourth floor mechanical
room was repaired. The
leak was resolved an only
effected one resident room
on the third floor.

Nov. 16, 3:43 p.m. —
A student reported an unknown person attempted
to their use debit card to
make several unauthorized transactions in Gallagher Student Center. An
investigation is pending.

Nov. 13, 12:51 p.m. —
An IT employee reported
the theft of a laptop computer from Logan Hall. An
investigation is pending.

Nov. 15, 5:58 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated a
report of an underage student attempting to use a fictitious ID at the men’s basketball game. The student
was referred to the code of
conduct.

Nov. 14, 2:10 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated
a report of a phishing attempt of Xavier students
through text messages. A
public safety notice was issued.





Not exactly the
smartest move
there pal

Nov. 15, 11:57 p.m. —
Cincinnati Fire transported
an underage intoxicated student from Fenwick Place to

Good Samaritan Hospital.
The student was referred to
the code of conduct.
Nov. 17 9:32 a.m. —
Norwood Police informed
Xavier Police that two student houses on the 1900
block of Cleneay Avenue
were cautioned about having beer pong tables and
other trash in their front
yards.
Nov. 18, 8:46 a.m. — A
student parked in the Gallagher visitors ot with 10
unpaid parking citations
was referred to the code of
conduct.

the event included an interview session with the teams,
pre-workout measurements
and quarterback drills led by
former NFL head coach Hue
Jackson.
Although 17 teams committed to attend, at least
24 were expected at the
league-sponsored workout.
Kaepernick’s plans changed
30 minutes before the workout was scheduled to start. He

said he had issues with how
the league organized it, citing
a waiver he was asked to sign
and the fact that media were
not allowed to attend.
The NFL maintains that
the waiver was the standard
for a free-agent workout.
Kaepernick instead hosted his own workout about 30
minutes from the original location, in which media cameras and fans were allowed to be
present.
Because of the quick
change of plans, however,
only seven teams were confirmed to have attended.
Kaepernick had previously
discussed an opportunity to
play in the Alliance of American Football (AAF). The
Athletic reported the initiated
talks with CEO Charlie Ebersole.
The AAF folded in April
after filing for bankruptcy.
Kaepernick has yet to receive any contract offers. In a
speech following the workout,
Kaepernick urged the scouts
present to “go back (and) tell
your owners not to be scared”
There are no deadlines for
teams to sign unrestricted
free agents.
“It’s been three years since
he has played in the NFL, I
don’t think he will get an offer,” first-year biology major
Jacob Lyons said. “I think he
should try for the XFL if he
wants to play.”

Week in Review

Christmas and drinking your weight
 A couple in Texas were
ordered to take down
their Christmas decorations until “closer to the
holiday season,” according to a notice from their
local homeowners association. They decorated
early because they are
expecting a baby and will
not be able to do so later
in the year (Nov. 13).
 Firefighters left a note
apologizing for drinking
a man’s milk after they
saved his house from
a wildfire in Australia.
“They don’t have to pay
back the milk, I’ll just
sort them a couple cases
of beer,” the man quipped
(Nov. 13).

 A Colorado woman’s
wedding ring was returned from a beach in
Florida thanks to a group
called The Ring Finders.
A member of the group
canvassed the area with a
metal detector and eventually found her ring buried 10 inches beneath the
sand (Nov. 17).
 A bar in Dubai is offering a special: For every
pound a woman weighs,
she receives $0.12 in free
drinks. Women can utilize a scale at the bar or
follow the honor system
and tell bartenders their
weight. The promotion’s
motto? “It’s good to gain
weight” (Nov. 18).

Nov. 18, 9:54 a.m. — A
student parked in the Commons lot with 11 unpaid
parking citations was referred to the code of conduct process.

XUPD
Non-Emergency
phone number
(513) 745-2000

Photo courtesy of Facebook
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Hong Kong faces increased violence
Protestors remain trapped on college campuses as police surround the perimeter

B Y J OESPH C OTTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
About 600 student protestors have surrendered to police after being trapped inside
of Hong Kong Polytechnic
University (PolyU) after police surrounded the campus.
According to The Guardian,
30-50 people remain inside
the university.
On Monday, many of the
students attempted to leave
the campus in a mass exodus,
many were immediately arrested and several were forced
back inside the university.
The fleeing student protestors were reportedly targeted
with “ten minutes of nonstop
tear gas,” according to University of Hong Kong Director of Communications and
Development Jennifer Wang.
The mass exodus was
prompted by the president of
the university asking the student protestors to leave in a
Facebook video.
The president stated that
he had negotiated a temporary
suspension of the use of force
and urged the students to exit
the university at an exit point
designated by police to turn
themselves in. The police have
also threatened to use live ammunition on the protestors
if they continue to use what
they call “lethal weapons.”
CNN reported that the police are armed with what appeared to be assault rifles and

it it seems like there’s going
to be a repeat of the Tiananmen Square massacre,” sophomore John Higgins said. “In
this scenario, there’s no choice
because whatever they (the
protestors) do they will likely
be met with violence.” He also
said that the governments
of the free world need to do
more about the Hong Kong
situation and that it is one of
the defining moments of our
time.
The U.S. Senate passed a
bill that would require the
U.S. Secretary of State to certify that Hong Kong is autonomous enough from China to
qualify for trade.
Hong Kong is considered
a semi-autonomous part of
China that is governed by the
“one country, two systems”
policy adopted in 1997, allowing it to keep many of the civPhoto courtesty of wikicommons
il liberties denied to citizens
Hong Kong protestors have been encircled at Hong Kong Polytechnic University. Student protestors have
attempted to leave campus in mass exodus. But, they were met by a heavy police prescence and were arrested. of the mainland.
Many of the protestors
Protest organizers report- fear that the Chinese Comthat the weapons were “ready tempt to keep the police out.
also burned a police vehicle edly airdropped messages munist Party is trying to take
to use.”
The student protestors are that was attempting to move saying, “Immediately call peo- away the province’s autonomy.
The protests began around
armed with Molotov cocktails on the campus. One police ple in 18 districts to… disand petrol bombs, as well as officer was reportedly shot tract police. Everybody save five months ago, with peaceful rallies that demonstratbows and arrows according in the calf according to ABC PolyU!”
Unarmed soldiers of the ed against an extradition bill
to NPR. The protestors have News. The protestors have
been retaliating as the police been classified as rioters by People’s Liberation Army which would allow Hong
have been seen in the area but Kong prisoners to be tried in
have moved used tear gas, the Chinese government.
Protestors in several work- were deployed to clean bricks mainland China. The protesblue-dyed water laced with
pepper spray and rubber bul- ing-class neighborhoods near- and other debris off of the tors have been concerned with
by the university clashed with streets. Protestors have seen the government’s encroachlets against them.
The protestors have also the police, likely in an attempt the presence of the Chinese ment on their rights designated under “one country, two
set fire to two bridges that to divert police energy away military as a warning.
“Judging by the looks of systems.”
lead to the campus in an at- from the university.

Supreme Court hears oral arguments for DACA

B Y M O J UENGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU

The Supreme Court heard
the first day of oral arguments
surrounding the Trump administration’s termination of
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) immigration program last Tuesday.
The DACA program, an executive order from the Obama
administration, instructed the
Department of Homeland Security to grant undocumented immigrants who arrived
in the U.S. before age 16, are
veterans or high school graduates and are currently under
age 30 temporary residence
with the potential for renewal.
Opponents of the program’s termination argue
that this action is unconstitutional based on former acting Secretary of Homeland
Security Elaine Duke’s memo
explaining the Trump administration’s reasoning behind
its cancellation. Duke’s memo
states President Obama’s introduction of the program
was illegal based on a determination by then-Attorney
General Jeff Sessions.
If the Trump administration succeeds in terminating
the program, people currently
holding DACA status will not
be able to renew their status

First-year nursing major
after its expiration. The ad- four. Their parents were deOne hundred forty-three
ministration has previously ported but they’re protected Grace Jarzombele agreed with companies who employ DACA
stated that it does not plan by DACA,” first-year Philos- Jeelani.
recipients have filed briefs
“I just think a lot people in support of the program,
to immediately deport those ophy, Politics and the Public
whose status expires.
major Nadia Jeelani said. “One have stereotypes about im- including Apple, Facebook,
Approximately
700,000 of them works with technol- migrants that are not true. Google and Twitter.
people currently hold DACA ogy at Delta and the other is They’re just searching for
DACA is currently not
a better life and better op- accepting new applications
status. The program provides becoming a nurse.”
recipients with work perJeelani also expressed her portunities,” Jarzomble said. during the trial but current
mits and government loans belief that DACA recipi- “They’re not just trying to recipients can still renew their
for public higher education. ents often merit citizenship. smuggle drugs across the bor- statuses if they are eligible.
In some states, it allows re- “They’re citizens. They’re der, which is the impression
The court is expected to
Trump is trying to give.”
cipients access to subsidized contributing to society.”
reach a decision by June.
government health care and
social services.
Some students feel that the
termination of the program is
limiting immigrants’ access to
merited opportunities.
“If it gives good people an
opportunity to keep working,
then it should be in place,”
sophomore biology major
Bolu Salami said.
President Donald Trump’s
tweets regarding the program
have sparked controversy
throughout the court proceedings.
“Many of the people in
DACA, no longer very young,
are far from ‘angels.’ Some are
very tough, hardened criminals,” Trump tweeted on Nov.
12.
Students criticized the
tweets.
Photo courtesy of Flickr
“My cousins came over 7KH6XSUHPH&RXUWKHOGLWVÀUVWGD\RIRUDODUJXHPHQWVODVW7XHVGD\UHJDUGLQJWKHWHUPLQDWLRQRIWKH'HIHUUHG
here when they were three or Action for Childhood Arrivals program. The Trump adminstration previously attempted to terminate the program.
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speech. The source itself is
hateful sentiment, one cause
of which can be hate speech.
It is a generalization to say
that the root of hate crimes is
only hate speech because hate
speech has its own source.
That being said, if we were
to criminalize the actual root
source of hate crimes, we
would be criminalizing ideologies. To criminalize an ideological source would be to create an invasive, limited-speech
system far beyond what I believe the original argument intends to promote.
A secondary problem with
the original piece is an enormous confusion between the
concepts of criminalization
and de-platforming speech. It
cites the Twitter ban on Alex
Jones and Milo Yiannopoulos,
saying that their loss of speech
has contributed to a loss of social power.
Twitter is a private company. The corporation reserves
the right to remove anyone
from their platform who does
not comply with their standards. Social media companies’

decisions to de-platform certain users is not an imposition
on some perceived right to free
speech.
De-platforming is simply
taking away a space in which a
person chooses to utilize their
right to free speech; criminalization is enforcing legal retribution. The original argument
makes an excellent case for the
de-platforming of those who
commit hate speech, but not
for the actual criminalization
of it.
Thirdly, a problem arises
within the original argument’s
definition of hate speech. The
original argument describes
hate speech as “racist,” “anti-Semitic,” “xenophobic,” “misogynistic” and “violent.” One
of these descriptors is an outlier.
Legally, the word “violent”
does not belong within this
grouping. Speech considered
violent — that which incites
an imminent or clear and present danger — currently is not
and has not been constitutionally protected since the 1967
Supreme Court case of Bran-

denburg v. Ohio.
Based on the other descriptors, I interpret that the original argument intends to portray hate speech as excessively
discriminatory speech. Under
that definition, hate speech,
though some may choose to
act violently upon coming into
contact with it, is not in itself
“violent.”
There is no justification for
the criminalization of hate
speech as it is defined in the
original argument, but it does
enlighten the vagueness of
our current definitions of hate
speech.
Hate speech does not have a
definition under United States
law. It is fair to say that, in its
broadest form, hate speech
is typically considered to be
derogatory speech against
groups that face discrimination. In order to truly define
it, we still need to clarify the
qualifications for both of those
elements.
Derogatory speech, for example, spans a wide range.
The inappropriate usage of
a socially unaccepted word,

though often hurtful, does not
merit incarceration. It merits scolding, social backlash
and peer education on proper vocabulary, but we cannot
criminalize language solely
for its emotional damage. We
must also clarify “discriminated-against groups.” This
task seems more difficult, as
some protected groups have
ideologies which can conflict
with those of other protected
groups.
Contrary to the sentiments
of the original argument,
free speech is crucial to the
diminution of fascism. When
exercised properly, it allows
marginalized groups to speak
truth to power. We must look
at a historical context; if free
speech were restricted heavily
during the Jim Crow era, the
Civil Rights Movement easily
could have been condemned as
hate speech toward Whites.
Without the possibility of a
truly comprehensive definition
of hate speech, we must uphold the right to free speech in
order to continue the progress
that it allows.

It is important that we remember and speak their names: Ignacio Ellacuria Beas Coechea
S.J.; Ignacio Martín-Baró S.J.;
Segundo Montes, S.J.; Juan
Ramón Moreno, S.J.; Joaquín
López y López, S.J.; Amando
López, S.J.; Elba Ramos, their
housekeeper; and Celina Ramos, her 16-year-old daughter.
The “elite” unit of soldiers
responsible for the murders
was trained at the School of
the Americas run by the U.S.
Army. The U.S. was directly
responsible for training these
murderers.
Alumni from the School of
the Americas are also responsible for the death of St. Oscar Romero and other Jesuits
across Central America. People mourn and memorialize
the martyrs (see the memorial on the side of Bellarmine
Chapel) but that isn’t enough.
A group of Jesuits and their
companions began to protest
outside Ft. Benning, Georgia,
where the School of Americas is run, now operating as
the Western Hemisphere In-

stitute for Security Cooperation. Their small protest grew
in size as students and others
began to show up in greater numbers. The protest was
an opportunity for the Ignatian family to come together
to mourn, learn and advocate.
This gathering at Ft. Benning
grew into a larger and larger
event, becoming the IFTJ that
we know today.
The teach-in has evolved
into being one of the leading
forces in Catholic social justice. Each year, the it focuses
on two issues. This year the
issues were migration justice
and climate justice. These two
issues can seem overwhelming
and, to be honest, I am still
processing what I’ve learned. I
want to share two quotes that
will stay with me forever.
“Today we share our food.
Tomorrow we share our hunger.”
My favorite speaker from
IFTJ was Sister Peggy O’Neill
the founder of Centro Arte
para la Paz (Center of Arts
for Peace) in Suchitoto, El Sal-

vador. Sister Peggy has lived
in El Salvador for more than
30 years. She was living and
working there during the civil
war and like the Jesuits, was often persecuted by the military.
One night when they were
running from the military, she
and two other women got separated from the larger group.
One of the women was a new
mother and was the only one
with any food. She immediately offered the food to her
two companions. Sister Peggy and the other woman refused, saying she would need
her strength for the baby, but
the mother remained strong
and said, “Today we share our
food. Tomorrow we share our
hunger.”
This simple act is the complete embodiment of solidarity. This woman was willing to
share everything she had even
if it meant that tomorrow she
would have nothing. She was
living as Christ would have.
This is something that we
should all strive for.
“They didn’t write this in

the Bible, but Jesus slept too.”
So often people working for
justice feel overwhelmed. They
see the injustices around them
and know how much has to be
done. Burnout is a very real
and common problem among
justice seekers.
This quote is something
that resonates with me. Sometimes the injustice around me
feels insurmountable and inevitable. I feel like I need to be
constantly working and thinking about paths to justice, yet
we have to remember to take
care of ourselves. If Jesus
stopped to sleep, so can we.
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The case against criminalization

I believe hate speech is
wrong. But I don’t believe it
should be criminalized. Allow
me to explain.
The original argument,
published by my colleague last
week, claims that a recent rash
of hate crimes in America is
caused by the growing acceptance of hate speech. While
that is certainly troublesome,
it is not the source.
Hate speech is borne of
hateful ideology, just as hate
crimes can be borne of hate

Mo Juenger is a first-year
Philosophy, Politics and the
Public and Spanish double
major. She is an intern for
the Newswire from Mason,
Ohio.

Processing my experiences of injustice

The Ignatian Family Teach
In for Justice (IFTJ) is the largest social justice conference in
the United States. Hosted by
the Ignatian Solidarity Network, IFTJ is a gathering of
more than 2,000 members of
the Ignatian family.
This IFTJ was special.
This past weekend was the
30th anniversary of the Jesuit Martyrs at the University
of Central America (UCA) in
El Salvador. The victims were
murdered for speaking out
about the injustice happening
around them.
In 1989, El Salvador was
going through a bloody civil
war. The Salvadorian government viewed the Jesuits at the
UCA as “fully identified with
subversive movements.” Jesuits spoke out about the conditions of the poor who were
disproportionately affected by
the war. The martyrs were
considered rebels simply for
living their faith.
The Jesuits did what God
needed them to do and they
were brutally murdered for it.
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The threat of extremism: Part two

I fear the intent of my previous opinion piece may have
been unclear. As a writer, a
journalist and an American,
I have no qualms with free
speech. The target of this
series is extremism, and the
criminalization of hate speech
was merely one proposed
solution. This week I will provide another: The removal of
internet algorithms.
If you have ever shopped
online, browsed a social media feed or conducted a Google search, algorithms have
dictated your actions. In the
context of internet use, algorithms are finite sets of calculations meant to control your
experience. While certain
algorithms can be beneficial
— there’s nothing nefarious
about Amazon suggesting
some headphones you may
be interested in — others are
contributing to the rise of extremism in American society.
For most of my generation,
the primary association with
algorithms is the Instagram

feed. In 2016, Instagram announced that it would be
abandoning its chronologically-based feed in favor of an algorithmically-controlled one.
Users were furious and
worried that they would no
longer be able to see their
friends’ posts. Instagram went
ahead with the change regardless, and honestly, the results
did not ruin the app. However, this shift from time to algorithm becomes more troublesome when you remember
Instagram is owned by Mark
Zuckerberg’s Facebook.
Facebook played a critical
role in Russia’s 2016 election
interference. It was primarily on Facebook that disinformation and actual fake news
were spread. The targeting of
Facebook makes sense for two
reasons: The prevalence of
social media news and the use
of algorithms.
A 2018 Pew Research Center poll found that 68% of
Americans get their news
in some part on social me-

dia. Facebook’s news feed is
dictated by algorithms. The
algorithms themselves are
dangerous for two seemingly
contradictory reasons: The
ease of manipulation and
their non-human nature.
The ease with which one
can manipulate algorithms
cannot be disputed. Simply
search the name of any form
of social media followed by
the word “algorithm” and revel in the multitude of websites
discussing how to use the algorithm to your advantage.
This is what made the work
of Russian troll farms so simple — all they had to do was
make content that fit the criteria for the algorithms and
disperse it. Then, they could
simply sit back and watch as
their false and dishonest information proliferated itself
among users’ news feeds.
It’s that simple because algorithms are a series of choices or calculations. Algorithms
are non-human. Their artificial nature makes them free of

the unpredictability of the human species. Algorithms make
sense in a way that humans do
not; they can be understood in
a way that living beings never
could. By mastering a website’s algorithm, one could
dictate the content displayed
on said website. When viewed
this way, it is easy to see how,
in the hands of extremists, algorithms can be weaponized.
Potential for weaponization
aside, internet algorithms are
dangerous because we are
forced to use them. One cannot simply press a button to
return Instagram to a chronological order, nor can one use
Facebook, YouTube or Twitter without tacitly agreeing to
participate in their algorithms.
Honestly, I would not have
nearly as much of a problem
with this if a choice existed.
If each of us could choose
whether or not to use algorithms, there would be no conflict. But this is not the case.
Using the internet should not
equate to consenting to al-

gorithms, not in a society in
which internet use is necessary for daily life.
Algorithms are too easily
manipulated, they are nonhuman, they hinder our free
will and they are used for nefarious purposes. This cannot
continue unchecked. We must
allow for an algorithm opt-out
provision. That way, if you are
willing to have Zuckerberg’s
computer scientists determine
what you want to see, you are
free to do so. But it cannot be
necessary.

Charlie Gstalder is a
first-year English major.
He is a staff writer for
the Newswire from Westchester, N.Y.

It’s time to give power to the people
One of the defining features of my personality is an
immense curiosity about people, both individually and collectively. This interest led me
to major in history as an undergraduate. However, what
really changed my trajectory
in life was not what I learned
in the classroom but the people I’ve met in the world.
In particular, I once saw
a man on the street with an
open wound running from
right above his ankle to midthigh. There was a hospital
right across the street and a
police officer looking on. This
moment crystalized injustice

Matthew Crowe is a
first-year graduate student
in the Public Affairs program. He is a guest writer for the Newswire from
Memphis, Tenn.

to me. I do not care about the
context: That man had a right
to medical attention. Today
more than 40 million Americans live below the poverty
line in the wealthiest country
in the history of the world.
forty percent of Americans
cannot afford a $400 unexpected expense. To me, this
is simply unjust in a country
with such abundance.
My growing knowledge
and experience led me, as my
friends and family graciously
tolerated, to begin constantly ruminating about how we
could achieve greater justice in our society. This also
pushed me to enter Xavier’s
Public Affairs program to try
and find solutions that could
solve problems while bringing
people together.
One experience that stood
out to me was an internship
at Catholic Charities where I
saw firsthand the complicated
hoops that clients were forced
to go through to receive a can
of beans from the food pantry.
I thought that there had to
be a more compassionate and
dignified way that we could
help our neighbors in need.

I came to the conclusion posals. Among other things,
that our current welfare sys- Yang supports nuclear enertem
is
gy, ending
b o t h The old adage, “give a man a corporate
c o n d e - ÀVKIHHGKLPIRUDGD\WHDFK b i d d i n g
scending DPDQWRÀVKIHHGKLPIRUD w a r s ,
and contreating
trolling, OLIHWLPHµLVLQFRPSOHWH<RX data as a
and that DOVR QHHG WR JLYH D PDQ WKH p r o p e r people in WRROVWRÀVK
ty right,
p ove r t y
ranked
can make better decisions for choice voting, mandatory
themselves than the govern- body cameras for police offiment can. In addition, the cliff cers, limiting the size of the
effect often traps individuals federal bureaucracy and supand communities in poverty. porting the DREAM Act.
Politicians seem more interWhat seemed to bring
ested in either maintaining these ideas together was the
the status quo, enacting fur- theme of giving people the
ther government control or, means to take control of their
worst of all, cutting resourc- lives without depending on
es from those who need them corporations or the governmost.
ment.
The day after the 2018
Yang has made an impresmidterm election, I saw a sive and persuasive economic
Facebook ad for Andrew Yang argument for UBI — it will
running for president in the not cause widespread inflaDemocratic primary. He pro- tion. However, I find the morposed instituting a Universal al case even more compelling.
Basic Income (UBI) by giving The old adage, “give a man a
every American adult $1,000 fish, feed him for a day; teach a
a month, funded primarily by man to fish, feed him for a lifea value added tax.
time,” is incomplete. You also
On his website, I found sev- need to give a man the tools
eral dozen detailed policy pro- to fish. UBI, (which Yang

calls the Freedom Dividend),
will give everyone a platform
on which they can chose what
they want for themselves.
Yang sees this as a first
step in what he calls “Human
Centered Capitalism.” This is
when capitalism, which history shows as the most effective
creator of wealth, is re-calibrated to ensure an equality
of opportunity among citizens. Yang also makes a compelling case that increasing
automation continues to drive
greater income inequality and
economic immobility. Many
of America’s most common
jobs such as truck drivers,
retail clerks and call center
workers will soon see their
jobs automated.
Yang’s message is uniting,
and he expressly makes arguments designed to appeal
to progressives, liberals, conservatives and libertarians.
Thus, rather than focus on
division in our hyper-partisan
age, Yang asks us to reflect
on how our goals often align
and, most importantly, empower every American to have
the means to make their own
choices.
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Xavier knocks off Hokies in NCAA Tournament
Musketeers advance to second round, will face No. 11 Kansas on Friday

B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The 2019 dream season
for Xavier women’s soccer
lives to fight another game as
it pulled off an upset in the
opening round of the 2019
NCAA Tournament. The No.
24 ranked Musketeers team
came in clutch with a 1-0 victory in a hard-fought game
against Virginia Tech.
Xavier took the lead early
in the game off of a second
minute goal from sophomore
midfielder Molly McLaughlin. Virginia Tech’s defense
cleared a cross attempt from
sophomore forward Brooke
Sroka and the ball ended up at
the feet of McLaughlin just
inside of the 18-yard box.
With sophomore goalkeeper Olivia Jenkins in goal, the
Musketeers posted a zero in
the score column of the Hokies, despite having 10 corner
kick opportunities. Jenkins
picked up her 13th shutout
of the season in the win over
Virginia Tech.
The game was a defensive
struggle throughout. The
Hokies outshot Xavier 12-5.
However, Xavier’s defense
limited Virginia Tech to just
five looks on goal.
Senior midfielder Grace
Bahr and sophomores Hayley
Jakovich and Grace Brauer

NewswireSKRWRE\'HVPRQG)LVFKHU

The Musketeers dream season was kept alive in a 1-0 win in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament on the road against Virginia Tech.
7KHORQHJRDOVFRUHGLQWKHPDWFKFDPHLQWKHQGPLQXWHIURPVRSKRPRUHPLGÀHOGHU0ROO\0F/DXJKOLQYDXOWLQJ;DYLHUWRWKHVHFRQGURXQG

logged the full 90 minutes
of the match. Likewise, McLaughlin, who netted the
only goal of the match, also
played for the full duration of
the match.
The 13th shutout registered by the Musketeers now
ranks the 2019 squad for the
most in program history —

adding onto the numerous records shattered by the team.
Additionally,
McLaughlin’s goal moved the team to
second all-time with 43 total
goals as a team.
The Musketeers will face
the No. 11 ranked Kansas
Jayhawks, who claimed the
Big 12 title, in the second

round of the tournament.
The match will feature two
conference champions.
Much like Xavier, Kansas
is coming off a hard-fought
win over Iowa in the first
round, so the match should
prove to be interesting.
The matchup will take
place on Friday at 3 p.m. in

Columbia, S.C., and it will be
aired on the SEC network.
The 17-3-2 Musketeers
will enter the match in the
midst of an eight-game win
streak and just one victory
shy of matching Xavier’s alltime record of nine straight
wins, which was previously
set in 2000.

Women’s hoops falls to Temple, Rider on the road
Sophomore Carrie Gross matches career-best 12 points against the Owls

B Y J OE C LARK
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Despite strong individual
performances by sophomore
guard Carrie Gross and junior forward A’riana Gray,
the women’s basketball team
was unable to pull out a win
in either of its two latest
non-conference games — losing 78-65 to Temple and 6457 to Rider.
The Musketeers had trouble finding a rhythm out of
the gates against Temple,
trailing 9-0 early in the first
quarter before going on a
15-5 run to end the quarter.
Temple went on a 15-5
run to start the second quarter, leading 29-20, but five
straight points by the Musketeers brought them to within
four. Gray paced Xavier at
the half with 10 points, while
Gross chipped in five points
and seven rebounds.
A 15-11 run in the third
quarter helped Xavier cut the
deficit to one at 43-42 with
2:20 left. It then went up 4744 with just under a minute
left in the quarter. Temple answered back with a 3-pointer
of its own, and the score was
knotted up at 47 apiece heading into the fourth quarter.
Xavier jumped out to a
52-47 lead to start the fourth
quarter, but Temple respond-

Newswire SKRWRE\'HVPRQG)LVFKHU

6RSKRPRUHJXDUG&DUULH*URVVPDWFKHGDFDUHHUEHVWZLWKSRLQWVDJDLQVW7HPSOHZKLOHDOVRJUDEELQJVHYHQUHERXQGVDQGVKHSDUOD\HG
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ed with a huge 20-4 run to
take a 67-56 lead with a little
more than five minutes left to
play.
A long dry stretch allowed
Temple to pull away to finish
off the 78-65 win. Gross tied
a career-high with 12 points
and seven rebounds.
Xavier got off to another
slow start against Rider, trailing 11-0 as Rider made five

of its first six shots.
The Musketeers played
better in the second quarter,
but Rider was able to close
the quarter on an 8-2 run to
lead 27-23 at the half. Gray
had six points and four rebounds at the half for Xavier,
while junior guard Aaliyah
Dunham had five points, four
rebounds and two steals.
Rider went up 41-30 with

4:57 left in the third quarter,
but again Xavier answered
back with its own run to bring
the score to 41-38. Rider responded with a 5-0 run to end
the quarter and take a 46-38
lead into the fourth quarter.
In the fourth, the Musketeers
cut their deficit to 61-57 with
just 40 seconds left, but Rider finished strong at the free
throw line to close out the

64-57 win. It was a balanced
scoring effort for Xavier as
Dunham, Gray and Gross
each finished with 11 points
while junior guard Deja Ross
finished with 10 points.
Xavier looks to get back
on track when it ends its
three-game road trip against
Ball State on Wednesday before returning home to play
Wright State on Saturday.
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Opinion: Cain incident will linger in sport culture
B Y E LLEN S IEFKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU

An already messy situation surrounding Nike and
now-suspended
running
coach Alberto Salazar became
even messier when Mary
Cain, a former athlete of his,
made public allegations of
physical and emotional abuse
against Salazar and his staff.
On Nov. 7, the New York
Times published a video in
which Cain described a culture of abuse and weight
obsession that she endured
while working with Salazar
and the now-defunct Nike Oregon Project after joining as a
16-year-old phenom.
“I joined Nike because I
wanted to be the best female
athlete ever,” Cain says. “Instead, I was emotionally and
physically abused by a system
designed by (Salazar) and endorsed by Nike.”
Cain alleges that Salazar
and his coaches fostered a system in which female athletes’
bodies were demeaned and
belittled. For her part, she
says, Salazar came up with an
“ideal performance weight”
of 114 pounds and then relentlessly pushed her to stay
there, shaming her in front of
teammates if she didn’t make
weight. For example, after a
poor performance in 2015,
Salazar told her she “clearly
gained five pounds.”
The pressure to maintain

Photo courtesy of yahoo.com

Track runner Mary Cain revealed that Nike Oregon Project coach
Alberto Salazar and his staff abused her physically and emotionally.

weight, combined with the
abuse from the entire coaching staff, led to self-harm,
suicidal thoughts, disordered
eating, missing her period for
three years and five broken
bones, she said.
Salazar has denied most of
Cain’s claims, stating that he
did not pressure her to maintain weight and that her parents were heavily involved
with her training.
“To be clear, I never encouraged her, or worse yet,
shamed her, to maintain an
unhealthy weight,” Salazar
said to The Oregonian. “Mary
at times struggled to find and
maintain her ideal performance and training weight.”
However, Cain’s allegations were corroborated by
other Nike teammates like

Cam Levins, who tweeted that
coaches were “obsessed with
(her) weight, emphasizing it
as if it were the single thing
standing in the way of a great
performance.”
Olympic 10,000 runner
Amy Yoder Begley said that
Salazar told her she “had the
biggest butt on the starting
line” and often belittled her in
front of teammates.
Olympian Kara Goucher,
known for being outspoken
against Salazar and Nike, said
that after finishing the 2011
Boston Marathon — a race in
which she ran a personal best
time six months after giving
birth — Salazar told her husband and family she was still
too heavy to run fast.
Even Steve Magness, an assistant coach from 2011-2012,

said Salazar’s fixation on athletes’ weight contributed to
his departure.
The allegations come amid
upheaval within Nike. Salazar
already faces a four-year ban
for doping violations, his Nike
Oregon Project was officially
dissolved last month and Nike
CEO Mark Parker will step
down in January.
So where does Cain’s video leave us? Salazar has been
banned and his team dissolved. What more can we do
with this situation?
Well, I think it’s a point
of departure. These changes
largely surround doping and
fail to address the issue here:
the treatment of athletes, especially female athletes, in the
running world. What makes
this issue difficult is that, no
matter how you spin it, weight
does matter. Up to a certain
point, the lighter you are, the
less weight you carry and the
faster you can run.
The problem is that weight
is a surface-level issue. You
could be at your “ideal performance weight” and still
perform poorly. Sleep and
recovery, nutrition, strength
and mobility, confidence and
much, much more all play a
role. That number on the scale
gives only a small indication
of how an athlete is doing.
But with the pressure to
compete comes the temptation
to fall into this trap. When
your livelihood depends on

Astros accused of sign-stealing tactics

B Y A NDREW Z ERMAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Steroids. Gambling. Pine
tar bats. The sport of baseball
is no stranger to inappropriate acts and cheating.
A new scandal is coming to
light and it is concerned with
the 2017 World Series Champions, the Houston Astros.
The Astros have been accused of sign-stealing during
the 2017 postseason and if
they are convicted, it can leave
an asterisk on their legacy and
lead to dire consequences.
Typically, the catcher flashes numbered signs that correlate to a certain pitch which
the pitcher either accepts or
shakes off.
Since the catcher faces
the field, no player on the
opposing team can see this
except for the baserunners.
Sign-stealing is when technology is used to spy on the
opponent, giving the opposing team knowledge of the
next pitch.
When the people in the
dugout find out these future
pitches, they can relay them to
the batter with a noise, such as
banging on a trash can.
“It is a huge advantage for a
hitter to know each pitch that
is coming. What makes it (the
pitch) tough to hit is that it
appears to be a different pitch
than what it actually is,” Xavier baseball head coach Billy
O’Conner said. “So, if you

how you race, weight can be
an easy factor to use to control performance. Since other
training changes like nutrition and strength take time to
take effect, looking to weight
can help manage the pressure
to win now.
With this in mind, it’s not
hard to imagine why eating
disorders or body image issues run rampant, pardon the
pun, within the running community. As a lifelong distance
runner, I have known several
teammates who dealt with
these issues, and I myself
have faced similar struggles.
To be sure, body image is
an issue across the board, but
I can only speak as a female
athlete. The issues Cain raises
are important ones to discuss
if we want to advance further as an athletic community
in nurturing and developing
athletes who are strong and
well-rounded, physically and
mentally.
Athletics are a wonderfully
complex endeavor, and I can
attest to both the joy and the
heartbreak they bring. Nevertheless, unless we focus on
these complexities, stories like
those of Mary Cain will not
disappear.
I can only hope that the
running community — and
the realm of sports — can
learn from her account and
start having these conversations, seeking to foster their
athletes in body and in mind.

Sports
Banter
Nike verified
MLB teams have started to
unveil their new-look Nike
uniforms for the upcoming
season. The MLB signed a
contract for the company to
be the offical jersey manufacturer and provider for the
league after previously being
partnered with Majestic.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

The Houston Astros may be in hot water after being accused of sign-stealing by using video and relaying
signals. An audible thud from banging on a trash can tipped off the batter to know what pitch was coming.

take that aspect of deception
away, it becomes significantly
easier to make solid contact.”
This sign stealing is not
new to the league, as the Red
Sox did this in 2017 with Apple Watches.
This resulted in fines, but it
is important to note that more
attention is being given to the
Astros because of their recent
dominance and the fact that
they won the championship
that year.
The Athletic interviewed
four former Astros players,
and current Athletics pitcher
Mike Fiers came clean about
it.
“They were not playing
the game the right way. They

were willing to go above and
win,” he said.
Current Red Sox manager
Alex Cora and incoming Mets
manager Carlos Beltran, who
used to play for the Astros, are
also among those who are being interviewed.
In addition to the testimonial evidence, the MLB also
has paper evidence to suggest
cheating. ESPN received news
of an email dated back to 2017
that was sent from an Astros
official who asked scouts to
spy on the opponent’s dugout
and to suggest the use of cameras to anticipate pitches. If
caught, many potential consequences can ensue.
“I am assuming that fines

will be levied if the Astros are
found (to be) guilty,” O’Conner said. “I think the biggest
way they can prevent this
from happening in the future
is to levy serious penalties
against the Astros if they are
found to be cheating. I think
that would make teams think
twice about doing in in the future.”
There is also the possibility
of forfeited draft picks, which
will hurt the organization in
the long run.
Whether the Astros committed the sign-stealing or
not, cooperating with the investigation and thinking in
the best interest of the fans
will be paramount.

Message received
Disgruntled by the lack of
a defensive pass interference
call made in last week’s game
even after video review, Texans wide receiver DeAndre
Hopkins told reporters “We
need someone new deciding
PI calls.”
No malice in this palace
Tuesday marked the 15-year
anniversary of the incident
dubbed the “Malice at the
Palace,” when a fight between the Detroit Pistons
and the Indiana Pacers led
to former Pacers player Ron
Artest to charge into the
stands and get into a physical
altercation with a fan.
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Kodak Black sentenced to jail time
B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Rapper Kodak Black was
sentenced to 46 months of
jail time after pleading guilty
to federal weapons charges
on Nov. 13. The charges
stemmed from him falsifying
legal documents in an attempt
to buy a firearm.
Kodak, whose real name is
Bill Kapri, has a checkered legal past. Growing up, he was
placed in several different
youth detention centers.
In October 2015, Kodak was arrested in Pompeo
Beach, Florida, charged with
robbery, battery, false imprisonment of a child and possession of marijuana. He was
later released.
Six months later, Kodak
was arrested in Hallandale
Beach, Florida, on charges of
possession of a weapon by a
convicted felon, possession of
marijuana and fleeing from
police officers.
He was again arrested in
May 2016 in Broward County, Florida, for armed robbery
and false imprisonment. Kodak was then held in custody.

Photo courtesy of Pitchfork.com

Rapper Kodak Black was sentenced to 46 months of jail time after pleading guilty to federal weapons charges.
He has previously faced charges ranging from possession of weapons by a convicted felon to sexual assault.

While he was under house
arrest, two more outstand-

ing criminal warrants were
found. The first of these came

from Florence, South Carolina, a felony charge accusing

the rapper of criminal sexual
misconduct. The second came
from St. Lucie County, Florida, alleging two accounts of
misdemeanor marijuana possession.
Kodak served four months
of jail time for the warrant in
Florida. He was then transported to South Carolina to
face the charges for sexual
assault. His accuser testified
that he bit and raped her, saying that he “couldn’t help himself,” after a concert.
There has been a fallout
from these events. Kodak has
continued to display a pattern
of law-breaking and recklessness, coinciding with many
court dates. Federal prosecutors are attempting to remove
his bail and bond grants, arguing that his past actions do
not warrant leniency.
The judge in Kodak’s case
said, “I think young people do
stupid things. I do not punish
them for it. You’ve been doing
stupid things since you were
15.”
On top of the previously
discussed charges, Kodak is
also facing another 60 years
for 2 more felony gun charges.

FEET OF CLAY leaves listeners feeling conflicted
B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
AND G US N ATIONS IV
6WDৼ:ULWHUV
On Oct. 31, Earl Sweatshirt released his fourth studio album, FEET OF CLAY.
The album is unmistakably
Sweatshirt’s, with interesting
and jarring beats underneath
the gritty New York rapping
style that the former Odd Future member is known for.
Thematically, FEET OF
CLAY builds off 2018’s Some
Rap Songs, as both projects
center on Sweatshirt’s depression and grief. As with
Some Rap Songs, the death of
Sweatshirt’s father, South African poet laureate Keorapetse Kgositsile, is the primary
source of Sweatshirt’s pain.
Fitting with Sweatshirt’s
love of brevity, the project is a
mere 15 minutes long, making
it five minutes shorter than
Some Rap Songs, which was in
turn five minutes shorter than
Sweatshirt’s 2015 release.

Production
As is common with Sweatshirt, most of the album’s
songs feature bass heavy beats
that contribute to the lo-fi,
dark feeling of the album.
However, because of a disconnect between lyrics and beat,
the production doesn’t match
the lyrical presentation.
Additionally, some tracks
seem to feature reversed
beats. This technique is similar to one employed by Top
Dawg Entertainment (TDE),

Photo courtesy of Gq.com

Earl Sweatshirt’s newly released album, FEET OF CLAY, builds off of the themes in his previous album, Some Rap Songs. Some listeners feel
FRQÁLFWHGEHWZHHQWKHDOEXP·V´VPRRWKVRXQGLQJSURGXFWLRQµWKHGLVVRQDQFHEHWZHHQWKHYRFDOVDQGWKHEHDWDQGWKHODFNRIVW\OLVWLFLQQRYDWLRQ

the record label featuring
Kendrick Lamar and ScHoolboy Q. TDE has experimented heavily with both beat and
track list reversals, such as in
Lamar’s 2017 release, DAMN.

Highlights
One of the most notable
tracks on the album is “EL
TORO COMBO MEAL” featuring Mavi. A piano heavy
beat sets the song apart from
the rest of the dark sounding
album. Despite this, the song
still sounds a little off as the
raspy flow does not adhere to
the otherwise smooth-sound-

ing production. There is
something a little unsettling
about hearing a discordant
voice over a beautiful beat.
Granted, this may be Sweatshirt’s intent.
The album’s final track,
“4N,” featuring Mach-Hommy, also stands out for both
its repetitive beat and monotone repetition of the phrase:
“Send me an invoice.” Once
the monotony is broken by
Mach-Hommy’s first verse,
the track sounds muddled.
The best way to describe the
sound is to imagine someone rapping through a thick
Plexiglass screen in a box of-

fice. It’s not enjoyable, but it’s
also impossible to stop listening.

Style
Stylistically,
Sweatshirt
doesn’t make any huge leaps.
While the lack of a style
change may be boring to
some, a change in style would
have been more disappointing
given that Sweatshirt has one
of the most unique voices in
the industry.
Overall, it seems as if
Sweatshirt does not want you
to be comfortable while listening. The album is both impos-

sible to dance to and impossible to relax to. But that might
be the point.
Sweatshirt’s intent in this
project was most likely to
force the audience to experience his tortured mindset. If
that is the case, he succeeded.
Nonetheless, its repetitive,
unoriginal nature makes the
album nothing more than a
slightly worse version of
Some Rap Songs.

Total score:
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Disney+ debut delights viewers

B Y J ACK D UNN
Campus News Editor
Disney+ has finally arrived, opening up Disney’s
impressive vault of classic
movies and television shows
made throughout its history.
This review is going to be
broken down into two parts.
Instead of trying to evaluate the application itself and
say if I enjoyed its newer offerings, I want to talk about
both in two different reviews.
For this first review, I’ll look
at how the app works as well
as the available offerings in its
vault.
For this review, I used Disney+ on both my iPad and
Playstation 4. The app itself
is easy enough to use. It’s
very similar to how Netflix
organizes its content, but the
way Disney+ organizes itself into categories plays well
with what they have to offer.
The most recognizable icons
are placed at the top of the
screen, and a simple tap will
show you everything offered
in that category.
Chances are that someone
is going to check out Disney+
because they want to watch
Disney, Pixar, Marvel, Star
Wars or National Geographic.
In addition, some of the other
subcategories such as “Out of
the Vault,” “Inspired by True
Stories” and “Disney Channel
favorites” also make it much
easier to find something but

Photo courtesy of Allears.net

The new streaming service, Disney+, allows viewers to download many Disney movies, Disney Channel
television shows, Star Wars, Pixar and Marvel movies and National Geographic programs on the Disney+ app.

avoids organizing it into categories like “comedies” or “dramas.”
Disney+ is the only app
I feel confident that when I
hit the download button for
a show or movie, it will actually download. You can even
leave the app and the content
will still download. I can’t tell
you how many times I tried to
download something on Netflix, it doesn’t and then I don’t
have anything to watch while
I travel. Disney+ also allows
you to download anything
that is on the service, where-

as Netflix limits what can be
downloaded due to licensing
deals.
The one thing that I wish
Disney+ had was a “continue
watching” row. Every time
you leave and come back, you
have to search for what you
were watching again. It also
won’t tell you what episode
you were on, so you have to
remember that as well. I do
feel that this is something that
can be fixed in a future update,
but in the meantime, it is a little annoying.
Now on to what’s available

to watch on Disney+. I guess
the real question is what isn’t
available to watch on Disney+. To be honest, there
isn’t much you can’t watch;
they have something for almost everyone. They have almost all the Star Wars movies
and Marvel movies. They’ve
got every Disney classic hit
and even a couple of misses.
They have all of my favorite
Pixar movies. Nearly all of
your classic Disney channel
movies and television shows
are available. It really goes
to show what kind of success
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Disney has had over the years
without even counting the
material they are still licensing out to other streaming
services.
Some of my personal favorites that I found on Disney+
are: Star Wars the Clone Wars,
The Sandlot, Rookie of the Year
and Phineas and Ferb, among
others. I think what was most
impressive about the collection was finding one of my
dad’s favorite movies from
growing up: Darby O’Gill and
the Little People, which stars
Sean Connery before he was
James Bond.
The real question that remains is if Disney+ will include more adult humor content. A large part of their
marketing campaign focused
around the fact that they had
all 30 seasons of The Simpsons. However, outside of that,
there aren’t really any more
movies or television shows
that are exclusively meant for
adults. I know Disney has said
that it will aim to keep the majority of that content on Hulu
(which Disney owns), but I’d
be curious to see if we see
either more shows like Family Guy on it or some of the
X-Men movies (even the R
rated ones like Logan or Deadpool).

Total score:

Harry Styles dazzles SNL’s audience, debuts song

Photo courtesy of Cnn.com

Harry Styles’ time as both host and musical guest on SNL last Saturday enthralled audiences. His appearance
on the show featured brilliant acting and stellar vocals as he debuted his brand-new song “Watermelon Sugar.”

B Y M OLLY H ULLIGAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
I’m writing this article the
most authentic way I know
how: directly after seeing
Harry Styles in a plain white
“Sex” T-shirt.
Styles acted as both host
and musical guest on Saturday Night Live (SNL) this past
weekend. The singer-song-

writer has appeared on SNL
before, but never as a host. In
his words, he and SNL have
“taken things to the next level.”
Although he had never
hosted the show before, Styles
fit right in with the SNL crew.
Had he not mentioned it in
his introduction, the fact that
he’d never done comedy be-

fore never would have crossed
your mind. He rarely, if ever,
broke character to laugh,
which is impressive, considering the comedic quality of the
skits he played a part in.
For reference, Styles appeared on the show as a pilot,
a dog named Doug, a 5-yearold newsboy, an intern, an
Icelandic father-to-be and a

mobster. If you’re confused…
same. I guess the writers of
SNL are doing their job.
As if Harry Styles’ acting
on SNL wasn’t iconic enough,
he also debuted his new song,
“Watermelon Sugar.”
Styles has already stated
his opinion on the song in a
previous tweet saying “Kiwi
walked so Watermelon Sugar
could run.”
For those of you who are
not so hip with Twitter lingo, Styles is saying that “Watermelon Sugar” goes harder
than “Kiwi,” a song off his
2017 debut album. It’s a hot
take, but that’s beside the
point.
The point is: “Watermelon
Sugar” slaps.
Styles has been open about
his creative process in the
making of his sophomore album Fine Line.
In an interview with Rolling Stone, Styles admitted to
excessive use of psychedelics
while making the upcoming
album. I’d be lying if I said I
thought “Watermelon Sugar”
was excluded from the list of
songs Harry wrote while extraordinarily high. I have absolutely no evidence to back
that up, but just listen to it —
you’ll see what I mean.
Although he dropped a
new song, my favorite part of

Styles’ appearance on SNL
was, by far, his monologue introduction. From the self-deprecating jokes to the One
Direction tease and obvious
knock at former band member
Zayn Malik, the introduction
was a brilliant way to make
sure both Styles’ fans and casual viewers kept watching.
One of my favorite parts of
the monologue, though, was
Styles’ reference to himself as
a serious musician. Of course,
the reference was a joke — it
is SNL, after all.
However, the reference was
funny because anyone who has
heard Styles’ music since the
commencement of his solo
career knows he is, in fact, a
distinguished artist. Styles
has reinvented his brand from
the type of music he produced
with One Direction, yet many
still refuse to acknowledge
him as a serious musician.
Both Styles and his fans
know, as he put it in his monologue, he’s all about “the art
and the music, and the music
and the art.”
At the end of the day (1D
pun intended), there’s a reason Harry Styles is the most
well-known and successful
member of One Direction
since the split in 2015. I might
start something, but I said
what I said.
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The ____ Page

[date]

Note from the
“Editor-in-Chief ”
The entire back page crew has taken the week off
to begin Thanksgiving festivities early. Sadly, that means
there’s no one left to write for the page this week... Except
for you! Try your hand at making your own back page with
these DIY Back Page Templates!
They’re all essentially Mad Libs, and if you don’t
know how to do one of those... what, were you raised under
a rock or something!? I apologize, please strike that last
line, it was out of line. I should write with dignity; I am an
Editor-in-Chief, not some lowly back page editor!
Anyway. You can either read along and put in your
own words as you go, or if you’re not a complete loner you
can have your friend give you words, then you can read to
them the “wacky” back page article they created.
Now, unlike lazy newspaper editors, the stars don’t
take vacations, so they actually had some pretty robust
predictions to provide this week. But it looked kind of weird
when most of the page was DIY and the horoscopes were
normal, so we’ve chosen to omit some unnecssary details to
allow you to “make your own” horoscope, as it were. Have
fun! Or don’t, this page has been trash this year.

Aries: The stars have found the love of

your life! Their name is _____ _______,
they live in ______, _________, and
yes, they spend as much time as you do
browsing the weird section of Youtube.

website.com

Classic Back
Page Feature
PLACE

ADJECTIVE

all but empty. Empty, except for _______________, plucking away on
PERSON

their _______________ all night. Looking at the _______________,
THING

DIFFERENT THING

_______________-ing in the book and _______________ sipping on his
VERB

ADVERB

_______________. They only had _______________ hours until the deadDRINK

NUMBER

line was upon them, and they were barely finished! As a last ditch effort,
they pull up _______________. _______________! Everything they need
WEBSITE

INTERJECTION

is here! They finish in no time and submit, glad that it’s over. Break starts
tomorrow, and they were ready to forget everything they just learned about
_______________.
YOUR MAJOR

Fictionary

Your _______ well of _______ words™
ADJECTIVE

Nothing goes better together than
_________ and jorts.

Leo: The stars warn that you’ll
_____________ if you do not pet at
least three dogs this week.
Virgo: Your mother will get in an
accident this week, but luckily Mercury
knows when! Make sure to call her at
____ on ________ or she may never
walk again.
Libra: Here’s a hot take:__________
_______________________________
______________ Father Graham.
Scorpio: Wallace and Gromit

_____________________ fascist regime
________________________________.

Sagittarius:The position of Jupiter

says you need to reevaluate your priorities. I mean, clearly you care more about
_________ than reading the Back Page,
so that’s gotta change.

Capricorn: ______________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________ and then
throw her off the train. It’s a surprisingly simple way to achieve happiness.
Aquarius:You should get Disney+.

Sure, you may not be a fan of “High
School Musical: The Musical: The
Series” but you will be a fan of “High
School Musical: The Musical: The Series: The _____: The _____: The Book:
The ______” when it drops.

Pisces: Oh, this is gonna be a rough

week! First, ___________________,
then _________________, and just
when you think it can’t get any
worse, ___________ pudding pop
________________ patriarchal society
_______________________________!

ADJECTIVE

B Y T ESS B REWER AND Y OU!
6WDৼ:ULWHUDQG*XHVW:ULWHU

Gemini: Spend the rest of the week

Cancer: Try out a new style this week.

6WDৼ:ULWHUDQG
*XHVW:ULWHU

It was a(n) _______________, lonely night as _______________ was

Taurus: On Friday your disciple
_______ is set to betray you and ____
will deny you three times. And before
you ask, yes, this is how Jesus found out.
face down in a pile of ___________.
Yeesh, this one’s bad no matter what
you put.

B Y J OSEPH C OTTON

AND Y OU!

Festitude: A ____________ feeling about ____________.
ADJECTIVE

HOLIDAY

Fatiguy: A roommate who wakes up at ____________ after
TIME OF DAY
sleeping through the ____________ alarms that woke you
NUMBER
up.
Sensibleh: When your ____________ feels like it has been
PART OF THE BODY
____________-ing for far too long.
SENSATION

Aromusk: A smell (much like ____________) that gets stuck
UNPLEASANT SMELL
inside the fibers of a(n) ____________ and never leaves, deARTICLE OF CLOTHING
spite multiple washings.
Last Week’s Answer Key!

Make your
own word
search!

Fill in the spaces below with
your own letters and find your
own wacky words!

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

